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1. Introduction 
The subject of this article is: 

1. The first phase of an experiment which has been performed at the Japanese 
research inst i tute KEK (High-Energy Inst i tute) located in the city of 
Tsukuba, using the old 12 GeV proton synchrotron. 

2. The second phase of the experiment, which is in preparat ion and will 
be performed at another site, Tokaimura, using the new 50 GeV proton-
synchrotron which will provide much be t te r beam qualities, and an im-
proved detector. Our group will also benefit f rom the experience accu-
mulated during the first phase of the experiment. 

The N U P P A C conference is open to a large community of physicists. There-
fore, I will t ry to make this article accessible to the major i ty of the par-
ticipants. Those interested in more details are invited to consult Section 4, 
"Bibliography". 

In the following I will have to explain what is meant by "new physics", or 
"physics beyond the Standard Model"; by "polarization vector" (or "spin") 
in relativistic physics, and by "time-reversal violation" in particle physics. 

Then I will describe the experimental method and the detector. 

And, finally, I will present the experimental results and the possible improve-
ments at the new laboratory. 

2. What is meant by "New physics" 
According to our present knowledge there are four fundamenta l interactions 
in physics: 

• the gravitational interaction, 



• the electromagnetic interaction, which results f rom the unification of 
electricity and magnetism, 

• the strong interaction, responsible for hadronic interactions in nuclear 
and particle physics, 

• the weak interaction, responsible for radioactivity and weak decays of 
elementary particles. 

The idea tha t there exists a theory unifying the four interactions mentioned 
above (and possibly others) has been in the dreams of physicists for a long 
t ime. Albert Einstein tr ied to unify gravitation and electromagnetism, with-
out success. 

Now we have a theory which unifies the electromagnetic interaction and the 
weak interaction. We call it "electroweak theory" or "Standard Model" . But 
we are not completely satisfied with the present s ta te of this theory. 

Where are we now with this theory? 

• Some predictions of the theory have been tested experimentally and are 
found to be right. 

• One fundamenta l prediction of the theory, the existence of the Higgs 
boson, which is supposed to solve the difficult problem of mass, is still 
awaiting confirmation. The recent s tar t of the C E R N collider is very 
exciting. The discovery of the Higgs boson would be a big step in favor 
of the Standard Model. 

• There are, in the Standard Model, too many arb i t ra ry parameters . For 
instance, to generate the masses of the fermions one needs to introduce 
as many parameters as there are fermions. This uncomfortable situation 
leads us to believe tha t the Standard Model is still incomplete. 

• The Standard Model does not include the strong interaction and the 
gravitational interaction. There are some ideas on how to include the 
strong interaction but the priority seams to be given to the confirmation 
of the Standard Model. The inclusion of the gravitational interaction 
and the experimental confirmation will probably have to wait for a long 
t ime. 

The verification of the Standard Model is, of course, a very impor tant activ-
ity. But , even before the Standard Model is submit ted to full confirmation 
we know tha t this model is not the end of the story, and it is already legiti-
mate to s tar t searching for "Physics Beyond the Standard Model" , in partic-
ular searching for observables which are forbidden (or greatly reduced) in the 
Standard Model. 

There is a lot of work to be done. There are many theories which make 
predictions for "Physics Beyond the Standard Model" . One experiment will 
not be enough. Experiment "A" could be sensitive to theory "1" but not 



to theory "2". Experiment "B" could be sensitive to theory "2" but not to 
theory "1". 

In 1957, Sakurai, a Japanese theorist , suggested a measurement of the t ran-
verse polarization of the muon in the K + —> tt°fj,+v f l decay as one of the 
possible tests of the Standard Model (J. J . Sakurai, Phys. Rev. 109, 980, 
1957). 

This transverse polarization of the muon should not exist (or would be too 
small, therefore undetectable) in the Standard Model. In fact, the Standard 
Model theoretical prediction for such a polarization (of the order of 10~~7) falls 
much below the experimental possibilities. 

This transverse polarization, called Pt is T-odd (it changes sign in the oper-
ation t —y —t). 

There are two impor tant notions which will be presented in this introduction: 

• In relativistic physics the polarization vector is, a four-vector (it has four 
components). However, this number of components reduces to three in 
the rest-frame of the particle. 

• A T-odd observable does not, in general, violate time-reversal invariance. 
It is impor tant to remember tha t the observation of a T-odd effect is not, 
in general, a signal of time-reversal violation. 

2.1 The polarization vector of the muon 

The polarization vector is often called "spin". I personally do not like this 
appellation and my professor Louis Michel (known for the Michel parameter 
in muon decay) did not like it either. The reason is tha t there is nothing spin-
ning. Everybody knows tha t the "spin" was introduced in 1925 by Uhlenbeck 
and Goudsmit in nuclear physics. The underlying idea is an analogy with 
astronomy: the electrons are moving in orbits around the atomic nucleus and 
they are also rotat ing around their own axes, like the planets which ro ta te 
around the sun and also ro ta te around their own axes. 

This classical description of the "spin" in physics is useful, especially in pro-
viding a simple language. However, relativistic quantum mechanics does not 
support this kind of description. 

When we move to relativistic physics this kind of language is no longer ade-
quate and can be a source of confusion. 

In the following I will, however, use this "four-letter word", "spin", just for 
simplicity. 

Relativistic physics is often associated with the names of Einstein and Lorentz 
(the Lorentz group is the group of space-time rotat ions). A more general 
description of relativity has been given by Henri Poincare (1854-1912). The 



Poincare group includes the six space-time Lorentz rotat ions and the four 
space-time translations. 

The mathematics of the Poincare group generate two Casimir invariants which 
correspond to mass and "spin". Therefore, the "spin" is natural ly generated 
in the Poincare group and does not need to be postulated and introduced "by 
hand" (Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit , 1925). 

Also, the quantization of the "spin" occurs natural ly and does not need to be 
postulated. 

The correct description of the "spin" is a four-vector. The three-dimensional 
description of the spin fails completely when one moves to the field of particle 
physics, where relativity is a must . We can conclude tha t : 

• The relativistic "spin" (or polarization vector) is, in the general case, 
a four-vector. 

• This four-vector reduces to a three-vector if expressed in the rest f rame of 
the particle. 

• It does not make sense to add, or subtract , two (or more) three-dimensional 
polarization vectors ("spins") corresponding to two (or more) particles in 
relative motion because these two (or more) polarization vectors belong 
to different frames in relative motion. 

2.2 Time-reversal violation and T-odd effects 

Time reversal is not simply the change of t —»• — t. It is a "ant iuni tary" 
operat ion which also involves taking the imaginary conjugate (Eugene Wigner 
was the first to introduce this notion). 

This means tha t time-reversal is quite different f rom parity. For instance: 

• Any P-odd observable is strictly forbidden by pari ty invariance. 

• On the other hand, time-reversal invariance does not forbid the existence 
of T-odd effects. 

In order to i l lustrate these s tatements , two examples: 

Mot t scattering is the scattering of a particle with "spin" (electron, muon) by 
a nucleus, whereas Ruther ford scattering applies to spinless particles (histor-
ically, alpha particles). Mot t scattering is generated by the electromagnetic 
interaction, which is time-reversal-invariant. However, Mot t scattering gen-
erates T-odd effects. 

Remember : T-odd does not always mean time-reversal-violating. 

If the particle (electron, muon) has a polarization component Pt (perpen-
dicular to the scattering plane), there will be, in the final state, a left-right 



asymmetry in the angular distribution: for instance, more particles will be 
scattered to the left (right) than scattered to the right (left). The relevant 
t e rm (pi x p f ) • Pt is T-odd. 

This T-odd observable is not forbidden by time-reversal invariance. 

2) Let us now consider the following nuclear reactions: 
9-Be (sHe, p) UB Reaction 1 

and 
11B (p, 3 H e ) 9Be Reaction 2 

The first reaction uses a beam of unpolarized 3 H e ions. The emerging protons 
have a polarization component perpendicular to the scattering plane, with 
opposite polarizations for the protons scattered to the left (right) and those 
scattered to the right (left). 

The second reaction uses a beam of polarized protons, the polarisation vector 
being perpendicular to the plane used for the detection of the emerging par-
ticles. In this case one observes a left-right angular asymmetry: more 3 H e 
ions being emit ted to the left (right) than to the right (left). 

In the two reactions one detects T-odd observables of the form (p* x p f ) • Pt 

In this case we deal with strong interactions which are believed to be time-
reversal-invariant ( there is no experimental evidence of the contrary). 

W h a t is the consequence of time-reversal invariance for those two reactions? 

Time-reversal invariance does not forbid these two processes. It requires the 
following equality: 

Polarization observed in reaction 1 = Asymmetry observed in reaction 2 
(up to trivial factors related to the "spins" of the particles). 

This is the Bell-Mandl theorem. A violation of time-reversal invariance would 
manifest itself by a violation of the above equality. 

To check the validity of time-reversal invariance two experiments are needed: 
9Be ( 3 H e , p) llB. A beam of helium ions strikes a beryllium target . The 
polarization of the emit ted protons is measured with a polarimeter . 
1 1 B (p, 3 H e ) 9Be. A beam of polarized protons strikes a boron target . The 
left-right asymmetry of the helium ions in the final s ta te is measured. 

Some experiments have claimed a violation of this equality (therefore a viola-
tion of time-teversal invariance in the strong-interaction sector) but they have 
not been confirmed by fur ther work. 



3. The transverse polarization vector of the muon in 
the Standard Model 

For the sake of comparison to previous papers, let us s tar t with the K —»• 
i t 0 d e c a y . The usual form of the matr ix element (Standard Model) is 
ULS6Cle 

G jp M = — sin 0C f+(q2m + PZ) + f-(q2m - p") Ufj,7a(l - 75)vv 

where p*. and pw are the four-momenta of the kaon and pion, respectively. 
The f±(q2) are hadronic form factors. They are generated by the strong in-
teraction, which is time-reversal invariant. Therefore, in the Standard Model, 
there is no phase between the two form factors, which can be taken as real, 
for simplicity. 

Using the kinematical relation: 

pa
k=PZ + Pl + K 

where p'* and p " are the four-momenta of the muon and muon neutrino, 
respectively. 

We get: 

Gf M = — sin 0C 

and, using the Dirac equation for the leptons: 

Gjp M sin 0cf+(q ) 2 Pfc 7 a ( l - 75) vu + £(<? ) - l - j5)vu 

with the definition: 

f-(q2) 
Uq2) 

/+(9 2 ) 

We now introduce more convenient notations: 

1 - - 2\ P 1 „2\ ^ ri„2^ f+(q2) = -/(« ) f-(q2) = - / O r ) + g(q2) Uq2) - 1 

and drop the q2 dependence to simplify the writing. 

(jr JP 
M = — s in0 C 1 - 75)u„ + - 75)y„ 

The matr ix element contains two terms: 

Up7a(l - (V - A type) 1 - 7 5 ) ^ (S - P type) 

,g(g2) 
' / (Q 2) 



The two form factors / and g are still real. But , if one introduces new (non 
standard-model) interactions, for instance a scalar interaction (characterized 
by a constant G.$) t he second t e rm is modified and picks up an imaginary 
par t , due to a phase rj between Gp and Ga-
in this model the only source of C P violation is the phase rj. 

CjT TP n 
M = - f sin 0c f+(Q2) 

with the definition: 

f-(Q2) 

2Pfc j ja(l - j5)vu + (c(<?2) - rn^u^(1 - j5)vu 

/+ (9 2 ) 

In the Standard Model the form factor £(q2) is real. But , in some exten-
sions of the Standard Model, additional contributions coming from new scalar 
interactions will contr ibute an imaginary par t . Therefore a measurement of 
Zm£(q 2 ) will be a manifestat ion of new physics. 

It can be shown tha t the transverse polarization of the muon is proport ional 
to Zm£(q 2 ) : 

mu \pu\ PT = Trni M 1 , 1 

mK — rnyrnK] 

Time-reversal violation is very small in the Standard Model. The transverse 
polarization of the muon in the K+ —y Tt°fj,+i/fl decay is predicted to be of the 
order of 10~~7, practically not observable. 

4. The KEK experiment 

4.1 The methodology 

The kaon is brought to rest in the laboratory before it decays. This provides 
simpler kinematics. The momenta of the three particles, neutral pion, positive 
muon and muonic neutr ino are in the same plane. 

We must realize tha t we will have to observe a transverse polarization PT 
in the range 10~~4 — 10~~5 in the presence of the two other components Pl 
(longitudinal, along the particle momentum) and Pn (normal, located in the 
decay plane and perpendicular to the muon momentum) which are of the 
order of magni tude of unity. It is impossible to think of building a detector 
capable of this degree of precision. 

The only possibility is to build a segmented detector and use the symmetries 
of this detector to eliminate the spurious effects, and at the same t ime enhance 
the interesting effect. 



4.2 The detector 

See the figure on the last page. 

As said before the detector is segmented and is made of twelve sectors where 
the polarization of the muons will be measured. 

The positive kaons ( K + ) coming f rom the accelerator are slowed down by an 
absorber and brought to rest in the center of the detector (see figure). The 
kaon beam delivered by the synchrotron has a large pion contamination. A 
Cerenkov detector is used to veto the events associated with a passing pion. 
The kaons loose their energy in an absorber and stop in the target . 

Since the kaon decays from rest, the three particles (neutral pion ir°, positive 
muon fj,+ and muon neutr ino z / , t ) are in a plane. 

The neutr ino can not be detected and the decay plane is determined by the 
momenta of the ir° and the Since the neutral pion decays almost instantly 
into two gamma rays (7r° —Y 77) , its momentum has to be reconstructed f rom 
the momenta and energies of the two photons. 

The muon t ra jec tory is bend by a magnetic field and enters the polarimeter . 
It loses its kinetic energy in an absorber, stops and decay f rom rest, according 
to: 

H+ e+i7Mz/e 

Due to the violation of pari ty in muon decay (a weak interaction) there is a 
forward-backward asymmetry in the angular distr ibution of the positrons with 
respect to the muon "spin" (here a three-vector). This polarization vector has 
three components: 

• A "longitudinal" component , Pl, along the muon momentum; 

• A "normal" component Pn, perpendicular to the muon momentum and 
located in the decay plane; 

• A "transverse component" , PP, perpendicular to the decay plane. 

The forward-backward asymmetry of the positron distr ibution with respect 
to the vector PT provides a measurement of the transverse polarization of 
the muon. 

This transverse polarization PT can be reversed by reversing the momentum 
of the neutral pion (determined by the two 7 rays f rom its decay). The pion 
detector allows the detection of bo th the pions moving forward and those 
moving backward. 

The spurious effects due to the imperfections of the detector can be consider-
ably reduced by using the following tricks: 

• Summing the da ta over the twelve sectors of the detector, 



• The direction of the neutral pion can be switched forward to backward 
by using the two photons emit ted in those two directions. This oper-
ation reverses the transverse polarization vector PT but not the other 
components Pl and Pn-

The degree of elimination of the spurious effects can be checked by using the 
experimental results and also by computer simulations. 

4.3 The results 
From the measurements taken during the period 1996-2000, using 11.8 X 106 

good events the result for PT is: 

Pt = - 0 . 0 0 1 7 ± 0.0023(stat .) ± 0.0011 (syst.) 

corresponding to the T-violating parameter 

I m ( £ ) = - 0 . 0 0 5 3 ± 0.0071(stat .) ± 0.0036(syst.) 

From these results upper limits were deduced: 

\PT\ < 0.0050 ( 9 0 % C . L . ) 

and: 

| I m ( £ ) | < 0.016 ( 9 0 % C . L . ) 

Systematic errors were carefully studied and est imated. Almost all of the er-
rors were cancelled by the 12-sector summation and /o r the forward-backward 
subtract ion. The total systematic error was concluded to be half of the sta-
tistical error. 

The present result can be used to set constraints on the parameters of several 
theoretical models. See the second paper listed in the Bibliography section. 

4.4 Future plans 
A new experiment has been proposed and accepted. It will be performed at 
the J P A R C (Japan Pro ton Accelerator Research Complex) where a 50 GeV 
proton synchrotron will provide be t te r experimental conditions in comparison 
to the old 12 GeV proton synchrotron used for the previous experiment . 

For details, log on to the T R E K (Time Reversal Experiment with Kaons) 
website: 

h t tp : / / t r ek .kek . jp / 

A detailed description of the experiment can be found on: 

h t tp : / / t rek .kek. jp /proposal /E06_proposal .pdf 

Interested readers are invited to have a look at the following papers which 
give more details on theory and experiment . 

http://trek.kek.jp/
http://trek.kek.jp/proposal/E06_proposal.pdf
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